slu 201 scOpE & sEquEncE
Throughout SLU 201’s history we have made and kept a promise at each
program: to build off the foundation of SLU 101 to equip you to lead as a citizen
and catalyst for change. This promise and commitment will not change in this
new condensed format. Our core scope and sequence remains the same as
you (Re)Discover the CALLING, INFLUENCE, RESPONSIBILITY, POSSIBILITIES,
COURAGE, & PURPOSE to be a citizen.

HISTORICAL LEADERSHIP

Let wisdom echo down through the chronicles of history
from essential figures and events in the American story.

HOW TO DISAGREE WELL
In a compartmentalized, over-politicized,
“speak-first understand-never” culture,
discover how to compassionately
disagree in such a way that you are
adhering to the higher law of love.

CITIZENSHIP

Realize the responsibilities and
stewardship born out of a
healthy ethos of citizenship.

PATRIOTISM

Rediscover the gift that is the
blessing of freedom and how the heart
of a patriot can and should align with
the desired will of God.

COLLABORATION

Awaken to the beautiful gift of like-minded
relationships that will serve as the bridge from vision
and imagination to implementation and actualization.

LEADING THROUGH CRISIS

Learn how to build your life for the storms and uncertainties
that will inevitably intersect with your leadership journey.

CULTURAL ENGAGEMENT
Wrestle through honest conversations about
heartbreaking issues facing our culture such
as the disregard for human life, racism,
mental health, and gender politics.

CALLING

Hear from SLU alumni who are
successfully chasing the answer to
the question, “What would you do
for the glory of God if you knew you
would not fail?”

INFLUENCE

Be introduced to a coalition of
present-day national leaders, united by a
common faith, calling, and purpose, who
are fulfilling a multiplicity of roles in the
public square.

WORLDVIEW & ETHICS

Engage in Q&A sessions with thought leaders on
numerous political, historical and ethical topics, and
discover an ethic of decision making for every issue not
specifically addressed in the Bible.

THINK . DREAM. LEAD.

